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Demonstrate 
Inclusivity:
Neutrality 

Isn’t Neutral



How do our students self-identify?

Gay cis-gendered female

Queer genderfluid

Nonbinary aromantic asexual

A bisexual androgynous polygamous cis-gendered female

Heterosexual biromantic kinky cis-gendered male

An androgynous queer trans nonbinary person

Bisexual woman

Gay fem/masc man
A cis-gender omni-asexual woman, or just queer



LGBTQIA+ DEFINITIONS
● Gender Identity

○ How one conceives of their own gender
● Gender Expression

○ How one expresses that gender externally (through behaviors, attire, etc.)
● Sexual Orientation

○ How one is attracted to others

Importantly: these are not necessarily linked!



LGBTQIA+ 
Definitions

“Gender identity,
gender expression, 

and sexual attraction 
are not necessarily related. 

Professors make a lot of 
assumptions based off of 

one.”



LGBTQIA+ DEFINITIONS
● Trans-/Cis-gender
● Nonbinary or “enby”

○ Also Gender-Nonconforming
● Asexual or “ace”
● “Queer”



Why 
Pronouns 

Matter

“I highly value professors acknowledging pronouns 
at the start of each semester; introducing their own, 

as well as making the conscious effort tom ask 
students their pronouns. 

While I am a woman who uses she/her pronouns, I 
think normalizing the recognition of pronouns is a 

great way to support the non-binary and trans 
communities. 

I think, for me, the biggest thing that makes me feel 
safe and included is acknowledging different 

identities and reminding all students that while 
most of them likely are not in the LGBTQ+ 

community, being respectful of each other no 
matter what is the priority.”



Pronouns
● She/her/hers
● He/him/his
● They/them/theirs
● Other options also appropriate

○ Key: Let students inform you of 
their names & pronouns 
& respect their choices

~And whoso fyndeth hym out 
of swich blame, They wol 
come up . . .
Chaucer, late 14th century



Demonstrating 
Inclusivity

“Ask for pronouns 
(often on first day of class), 

include pronouns in email 
signatures, 

mention respecting 
pronouns/names in the syllabus,

have pride/ally flags on their 
office doors.”



Pronouns in Email Signature / Syllabus



Inclusive offices 
Doors (SH):

● pins
● inclusive messages & quotes
● queer pop culture



Offices showcasing queer culture
-thanks to Andrew, Randi, and 

Mindy for these office pics!



Classroom Policies
Pronoun Policy in Syllabus
All humans have the right to be addressed in accordance with their personal identity.  Sometimes 
this means you’d prefer me to call you “Jim” rather than “James.”  Sometimes this means that, 
though your given name might be “Helen,” you identify as male and would prefer to go by a 
different name and a masculine pronoun.  In all cases, students’ preferences of address will be 
honored.  If you have reason to believe that I may refer to you by the incorrect pronoun (“s/he”), 
please let me know how you would prefer to be addressed (e.g.: she, he, they, ze) right away.



Classroom Policies
First Day Of Class

● Key: avoid “dead naming”
● During roll, read students’ last names and ask what they’d prefer to be called
● Have students fill out an informational sheet or card and ask them to include preferred name, 

pronouns, etc.



inclusive class sessions
● Avoid “ladies and gentlemen” language
● Don’t make presumptions about the identities, experiences, and desires of others
● Avoid default heteronormative language



Making Classrooms 
Inclusive

“Many of my professors assume that 
everyone, unless they openly and 
pointedly identify otherwise, are 
heterosexual and monogamous. 

I've personally had a lot of professors 
assume personal information about 
my sexuality, partners, etc simply 

because I may come off as straight or 
monogamous.”



inclusive class sessions
● Avoid “ladies and gentlemen” language
● Don’t make presumptions about the identities, experiences, and desires of others
● Avoid default heteronormative language
● Don’t ridicule marginalized gender and sexual identities
● Correcting students in the classroom



Making Classrooms 
Inclusive

“I love when professors 
make anti-homophobic 
and anti-transphobic 

comments”



Making Classrooms 
Inclusive

“Stand up for students who use 
pronouns you may not expect. 

There have been times I have 
been misgendered by another 

student in class, knowing I had 
the professor on my side or as 

someone to talk to about it 
would be great.”



BE Inclusive in Course Planning
● Include queer authors, perspectives, mediated representations, etc.
● Queer your examples
● Consider including queer theory



Making CLassrooms 
Inclusive

“My professors discussed asexuality 
in psych of human sexuality. 

I also really value and respect 
professors that explicitly bring up the 

disproportionate maltreatment of 
lgbtqia+ people of color and how 
being members of each minority 

intersect systematically.”



Making CLassrooms 
Inclusive

“Include or lend value to 
queer analysis/theory”



Continue to 
Learn & 

Do Your Best

“I would say some professors do not 
understand nonbinary identities very well, and 

some don't understand trans identities very 
well either. 

If this is the case, taking the time to learn a bit 
more so that they understand their trans and 

nonbinary students would be great. 

I have had professors get my pronouns wrong 
before, and they have always politely 

corrected themselves, which I appreciate 
(Learning how to correct this mistake kindly 

and respectfully is also good).”



“The only frequent thing is dead naming. 

My email address has my dead name and 
even though I sign with my prefered name 
and professors call me my prefered name 

for some reason or another they forget and 
go back to calling me my dead name.”

Continue to 
Learn & 

Do Your Best



Continue to 
Learn & 

Do Your Best

“Diverging from the norm is still the ‘norm’ - it’s 
natural for all humans to be different from each other, 

and for not all humans to always understand it. 

It’s part of the human condition to experience the 
mystery around our psyche and to empathize and 

respect those around us for their experience even if 
we can’t understand on our own. 

Acceptance and embracement of education are the 
ways to a brighter future; tolerance isn’t enough. 

Lgbtqia+ people are here, and here to stay, and we 
need your positions in authority to help us 

on our educational journeys.”


